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Since the last newsletter the Committee have met on Sunday 29th
July and Sunday 26th August.
Bob Kerr. We have written to ANGUS, CAIRNGORM and HIGHLAND Gliding
Clubs and they agree with us on the idea of a Bob Kerr trophy.
Although the details have yet to be settled it is likely that it
will be for cross-country flying among members of the four clubs.
Runway. The runway has been professionally surveyed and plans drawn
so that we can approach contractors for quotes for levelling and
tarmacing or concreting.
The second runway has been broken in for both ta,ke-of fs and
landings.
Gliders. The Capstan broke its wheel-box and was gragged off to
Yorkshire for repairs, which did not take long.
The Swallow is nearly finished its C.o.fA. in the hangar.
So it was thank go.odness (and Willie) for the Bo.cian. (I ;11 add
no cracks about it this month.)
The Hangar Saga. Phase one of the concrete laying is complete at the
rear of the hanger. Phase 2 is to improve the area at the door of
the hangar where gliders are prone to fall off the trolley.
Silver Duration . Sandy Mitchell did a 5 hours a couple of weeks ago.
Tractor. A new battery has gone into the tractor.

New Members

since last month are:-

Tom Growden living at Glentanner.
Karl K.LaFleur living in Aberdeen.
Malcolm Hedges, at Westhill, Skene.
Skip Arnim II living at Bucksburn.

We always have memberB moving away so that our Full Membership

at present is 45.

Student Groups. We used to be in the habit of charging all student
groupsthe same affiliation fe. (was £50) This year we are taking
regard of the circumstances of the groups and their likely utilisation.
Figures arrived at by the Commirttee for the coming academic session
are:- Aberdeen University. £100
(agreed)
Robert Gordon's I.T. £ 70
(agreed)
College of Education.£ 50
(to be agreed)
Publicity W ea to run rean ad. in the "E.E" soon, to attract new
members. Ian Taylor submitted some eye-catching sketches so that
we can have a proper block made.
Tug.
The Cub is grounded at th e moment. We think the carb. is
uis and it has gone to Prestwick for repair. The Cub j_s also due
its C.of A. (2 year) a the beginning of October. Alan is trying
to raise one or two spare tugs for October as about t20 gliders are
visiting the Club in October.
Dance. We would like to hold a dance at Dinnet soon as a fund
raising venture. Watch this space.

